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About This Content

Seeking to expand your mastery and defeat your foes? This Magic 2013 deck pack includes two brand-new decks for Campaign
and Multiplayer play. The blue and black “Rogues’ Gallery” deck disrupts your enemies’ plans with spells, then summons

stealthy mages and shadowy undead to deliver the killing blows. Wield all five colors of magic with the “Mana Mystery” deck.
A pentacolor array of spells will help you keep the battlefield clear while you set the stage for towering, indomitable creatures!
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Very hardcore game to pass level 1, it takes about 1 hour. But overall the game is fun and cool. Next gen Risk of Rain
10\/10. I actually played the first, original Restaurant Empire many years ago, before Steam even existed. I can happily
recommend this game to everyone who enjoys tycoon games like this or to people who wanted to own and manage a restaurant
in a game before. It has it's issues, though, but nothing major. At least, nothing major happened in my game. I was disappointed,
the price is extremely high at what is $7.99 for a maximum of 2 hours. I paid a little over $5 for this and I still feel ripped off.
The background never changes and there is only one "enemy", it crawls in a straight line back and forth and it dies if you jump
on its head. No unkillable enemies, enemies that chase you, anything to make it a little less boring. The backdrop also never
changes but I didn't mind that much at all.

The real issue I have with the game though is the camera. It is perfectly fine for levels which fit fine on your screen, but my god
when the levels get taller the scrolling is horrible. It seems like every vertical movement you make the camera adjusts, there
were a good few levels where I couldn't even see the only hud there is, which lets you know if you can teleport or not. Also
when you die and respawn the camera starts in the middle and quickly pans down to your character, so the first third of a second
is spent without your camera focused on you. It is disorienting and made my experience very bad. Also the funniest part, there's
a few areas where you have to drop from the top of the level to grab a key and when you hit the ground the camera doesn't pan
all the way so you can't even see where you are landing. Absolute joke.

I didn't like the teleport ability that much, it was very difficult to control. It seems you can only teleport up and to the side,
might just be a personal gripe but I thought it felt awkward to use and preferred the normal platforming when I could.

The normal controls were solid though, with normal movement I felt very in control of my character which is probably the only
reason I completed all 40 levels.

I can't see justifying this purchase if the price is anything above $2.50, there simply isn't enough content to justify spending that
much money. If you are really trying to beat the game quick you can have it done anywhere between 35 - 50 minutes if you are
decent at platformers.. Be a detective, photograph clues, analyse evidence via puzzles & add them to the evidence board.
This can at times be a difficult game as you have trouble knowing what or where you should go next. There is a map with a ?
For where you have something to do, there\u2019s a hint option too.
You can upgrade the UV light, Camera, evidence analyser etc to make them more efficient with points gained from using the
UV light to find hand & foot prints throughout the game.
There are a few freezing issues but in my case not as many as other reviews have stated.
The Bonus section is unlocked when you have completed the game (I hope, I haven\u2019t yet but I will update this review if it
doesn\u2019t) with wallpapers, music & a bonus game amongst others.
I haven\u2019t had any problem so far with not being able to click on an object in a HOG however some of the items are mis-
named.
There\u2019s a bug with the game which I have found when in the Submarine, I needed to put a fire out but I couldn\u2019t use
the extinguisher, I moved backwards & found myself back to before I entered the Sub I couldn\u2019t return so part of that was
not completed yet I could move onto the next chapter.
There\u2019s supposedly a strategy guide too but I cannot find it.
If you enjoy games where you have to think about what to do next then this is for you.. Story mode x1.5 (+story arc in a middle,
with new missions and threats), cannot be called short anymore.
Endless mode x2 (new threats, up to day 20)
Agents +4
Side objectives. Collectible lore-texts. New programs, items, augments, enemies.
Bits of everything. Must have if you liked base game.. Highly recommended. This game is a total hidden gem!

Something about this game gives me nostalia! It combines many of my favorite gaming elements from games I played growinng
up! It has platforming, puzzles, great RPG elements such as interesting characters and abilities that you can unlock along your
adventure.

It's definitely easy enough for your average gamer to pick up, but even me (being a hardcore gamer) have had my fair share of
deaths. You definitely can't just run straight through this game without paying attention to your surroundings!
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The levels are sidescrollers, but the 3d free roam in towns adds a great emersion element!

I can't wait to see what else the developer has in store for future updates!. Third time re-writing my review. None of them have
been positive.
I am a p2w player on blockade. I've got the megapack, armor, I'm level 33, I'm usually one of the people new players hate
having to deal with. So if I'm still giving this a bad review, that should tell you something.
The great hacker wars have seemingly stopped. Last I heard PiotrK has stopped putting his hacks out for people to use, so it's a
much nicer place to be again. That does NOT mean, however, that the game has become "good." It never was.

-=Major Problems=-

1) Rooms are unbalanced to\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 I know the playerbase has gotten a lot smaller than it was
in the first year or so of blockades life, but that doesn't justify letting level 45's into a room full of level 1-10's so they can spam
kill them until they quit and uninstall.

2) Tanks mode. You completely removed tanks for a couple months, I was hoping either to FIX it or to remove it for how
unpopular it is, you did neither. You brought it back, and there are still random enemy players you cannot damage, tanks can
still be glitched into so they act like invincible armor as the person "inside" runs around shooting their normal gun, and even the
one non-tank vehicle you would expect to be fast (jeep) goes about the same speed as the light tank, and can only take two shells
before \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing exploding. It's worthless to even have.

3) Armor piercing weapons and one-shot weapons. I love the M700. I love one-shotting people. But it can one shot people even
when they're wearing the armor they had to pay to own, the armor they expect to protect them from instant deaths. Not to
mention there is at least one other sniper rifle that just completely ignores armor, maybe more. If you're going to sell armor,
make it prevent instant deaths. It should have done that from the beginning, since you have to pay just to have it.

4) RPGs. Anyone who's played for over 10 minutes has met those level 1's who can't aim a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing gun
to save their life, so they spam RPG's and Mortars like there's no tomorrow. They damage around 3 blocks on all sides of their
impact block, they instantly kill you even if they hit the outside of a wall 2-3 blocks thick that you're on the other side of, they're
broken and no one likes them. Area damage is fine and makes sense, but is it really that hard to make the damage lessen the
further from your body it actually hits? You made bullets do less damage to the legs than the body, I know you're capable of it.

5) This one's just a personal pet peeve more than an actual issue but: Early Access. This game's been out at least 2 years and
been on Facebook for probably longer. You wrote \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing 4-6 months in your game description. Stop
lying and either finally admit you're too \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing lazy to impliment the major changes to repair game-
breaking problems that everyone's been harping about (looking at you, Tanks Mode), or start adding
new\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and change your description to say "We're never going to become a finished
game, we're just too good at wasting time." Adding a holiday sale and an anti-cheat that banned people who lagged too hard does
not count as new features.. I'm not sure what this game is about yet. You can stab your foot and wander about to some truly dope
music.

Its possible that everyone in the game has hair like Slash. Don't worry about it. Just hold down the mouse button and groove to
what just might be the background music of the universe.

8/10
"Ironic" graphics
Fun story
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The game is completely extremely buggy and crashes so often that it's completely unplayable. I loaded it up and was able to play
it for a few minutes but the textures were all glitched out and I couldn't see anything. Don't buy this.. The game is good , the
music fits the stages
great gameplay
great physics
makes your brain work to find a way to beat the stage
9\/10

. A mini retro game with excellent platforming mechanics. I'm interested in trying this developer's game Kero Blaster after
playing this free one.. Great Game but....

Cons:
Zero optimization for PC or Controllers.
Cant get Steam Controller to work.
No Grafik option
Fullscreen only works on Steam Big Picture Mode

Pros:
The Game itself seems to run fluid but cant tell how far cause i had other problems to play it.

Addional Info:
I made it work on my noname psx Controller somehow. 2 other Controllers didnt worked.
When i try to configure Controller ingame, the game crash.
No matter which Controller template i try in big picture mode i cant get steam controller to work besides directional buttons.

After one of 3 Controller worked it still was very bad input and controller often did things on his own in this game. Not rly
playable like this atm.

I gladly like to upvote the game asoon the controller is configurable and working without any input problems.
Making the game working in fullscreen without the workaround shouldnt be too hard ether.
Any kind of grafical options like smooth grafic would be nice too.. OVERALL I GIVE THIS GAME A 3/5

This game was pretty good a little addictivve given my playing time, the thing is i feel like the time needs rebalancing, like
theres not enough timee to be sucessful at work and have a family, i wasnt spending enough time with my husband and he
divorced me, prick says i owe him a bit short of a million dollars, when i wasnt able to pay it at the time requested all of my
assets were liquidated, my savings, stock investments, and my Caatering Company that i nvested 12 years in. dont get married
datge and have kids, dont get married. hahah

pros
the game was kinda quirky, love the idea of starting your own life and becoming almost whatever you want, a cornuicopia of
self mad business, and different career paths youu could follow. having different types of housing and what you could
accomadate in certain types of housing.

cons
it was very hard to have a social life in the game, and i feel like the game doesnt have any content inbetween the end of the
week summary of (bills due, news, current events) like your boss doesnt request you to work extra shifts, or your chiildren may
get in to trouble at school, bump into old friends a random location, etc etc so once youve made money its kinda hard to keep
playing the game.. Gameplay: The storyline is non-existent, which isn't the worst thing in the world. Unfortunately, however,
there are no redeeming qualities to make up for this. There are a decent amount of game mechanics and levels to keep the total
playtime up to 6 hours. The levels however are in no way challenging.

Visuals: It's pretty disappointing. It looks very unfinished.

Audio: It's not the worst audiowise. I can say that the sound effects match the disproportionate cartoon-like theme that they
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were aiming for. The soundtrack would get repetitive as the amount of songs they had didn't match the playtime it took to beat
the game.

Replayability*: There is none. I have no desire to go back and play the game. All the levels are the exact same and often times
the "perfection" mechanics (collecting all of the X) can usually be done on the first run through.

*This varies A LOT from person to person, so only rely on this category from me if you've agreed with my other reviews'
replayability sections.
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